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Overview

By Matt Darling

This article will provide an introduction to

college volleyball at the NCAA Division II

level, where thousands of talented and

ambitious volleyball players are enjoying the

opportunity to combine high-level

competition with quality academics and a

well-rounded college experience. 

 

If you or your athletes are curious about what

it might be like to play at one of the over 300

volleyball programs in D-II, keep reading—you

will see that there is much to love about the

D-II Volleyball Experience. 
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Probably the most important point to

understand about Division II volleyball is

this:  In D-II, the competition is great, and

it’s great because of the passion of players

and coaches who are permitted to spend

enough time in the gym to pursue

greatness in the sport.  As a result, D-II

athletes who love to be in the gym will be

able to feed their love for volleyball.  In

addition to the fall season, which starts in

mid-August (usually before classes begin)

and ends in late-November or early-

December, the on-court experience of D-

II volleyball players lasts most of the

spring as well.  This schedule allows

players to continue to develop

throughout the entire school year—and

the result of this continued development

is great volleyball. 

                Another factor that contributes

to the excellent play in D-II volleyball is

that schools are permitted to offer

scholarships—both athletic and academic

—to recruit high-level volleyball talent. 

Although the scholarship support can

vary greatly from program to program, 

D-II programs make it possible for

student-athletes to earn a scholarship

that will offset the cost of attending

college.  Furthermore, at the top level of

D-II, talented players of every shape, size,

and level of experience are able to earn a

scholarship.  Even if players are not

extraordinarily tall or haven’t played years

of club ball, there is a place for players

who can play.  D-II teams have long

provided these kinds of players with the

chance to not only earn scholarships, but

also to become All-Americans and to play

for NCAA championships.

At the same time, however, there are a

number of D-II players who could play in

a D-I program but choose instead to

compete for a D-II program; for, contrary

to what the name might suggest,

“Division II” volleyball isn’t necessarily

played by student-athletes who are on a

“second tier,” existing somewhere

between those playing in Division I and

those competing at Division III.  Indeed,

at the high end of each division, there are

athletes and teams playing volleyball at a

level that equals (or exceeds) the

volleyball being played at the supposedly

higher level.  (The same can be said for

coaches, as some of the best and most

dedicated coaches in the sport are

working in D-II.)  Many of the talented

athletes playing D-II volleyball would be

successful in any division; they have

simply decided that D-II is the better fit

for them.

                The logical question, then, is

one that asks:  Why would a talented,

ambitious, and dedicated player choose a

D-II program instead of a different level? 

There are many answers to this question,

and some of these answers allude to the

fact that, on the whole, programs at the

D-II level do not demand the same

degree of student-athlete commitment

that one finds at many D-I programs.  So,

even though D-II programs practice hard

(and play to WIN), they also allow space

for student-athletes to pursue even the

loftiest academic goals and to take

advantage of the extracurricular

opportunities that exist at their

universities.  

                Once prospective student-

athletes understand that it’s possible to

have a balanced college experience while

still playing high-level volleyball, some of

them choose D-II.

What Should

Prospects Know about

Division II Volleyball?



If any of this information leads you or your players

to a greater interest in D-II volleyball, then read

on; in the final section below, you will find some

practical information that will help athletes

navigate the recruiting process for NCAA Division

II.  (Good news here:  The process is MUCH less

complicated than it is for D-I!)
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A Practical Guide to DII Volleyball Recruiting

- Division II coaches are permitted to recruit off campus at almost any time of the year—

so don’t be surprised to see them watching at tournaments or tournaments during times

when coaches in other divisions are not permitted to recruit away from their campuses.

 

- June 15 prior to the athlete’s junior year of high school is the first date that Division II

coaches are allowed to contact prospective student-athletes (PSA).  At that time, coaches

can call and write to a prospect, and they can provide the PSA with an official visit.

 

 - Athletes can explore Division II programs at any time during their high-school years. 

Division II coaches have permission to answer phone calls (no matter how old the

prospect is when she calls) and to provide unofficial visits (regardless of whether or not

it’s June 15 or later before the prospect’s junior year), so it is possible to make various

kinds of contact with a D-II program whenever a prospect wants to do so.

 

-  Division II programs are permitted to offer prospective student-athletes a “tryout”

during an official visit.  As long as prospects provide some paperwork (including proof of

a physical), they will be able to work out on the court with the college coaching staff and

possibly the players of that program.  (Note:  Tryouts can only take place during the D-II

program’s “off-season,” not in the fall.  Because they take place during an official visit,

tryouts are not permitted until after June 15 before the junior year.)

 

 - Division II programs can combine athletic scholarship with any academic, need-based,

or other scholarships that a student-athlete earns.  By combining resources, D-II

programs can help maximize financial aid for volleyball players.

Understanding
Division II

Recruiting Rules

Thank you to Matt Darling for his insight and passion in sharing

his knowledge of Division II volleyball.  Matt is an inaugural

member of the JVRA's DII Advisory Board.  The Advisory Board's

mission is both providing educational resources, and building

collaboration within the global volleyball community for the

betterment of the recruiting process for all.


